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250 

 

FULLY MOBILE, - TRACK MOUNTED, SELF CONTAINED, FULLY WEIGHED HIGH 
VOLUME MIXING PLANT 
 
The Trakmix 250 has been designed to be totally mobile and completely self-contained with 
its own power source. Hydraulically operated track system enables the plant to self position 
and self erect in minutes.  The Trakmix 250 is a continuous weighing and mixing system, 
mixing up to 250 Tonnes per Hour, depending on application.  Feed rates are fully adjustable 
for the aggregate, cement and water systems.   
 

MACHINE DIMENSIONS 

 Transport Dimensions 
Length - 13820mm 
Width -  2530mm 
Height - 3917mm 
Weight - 26250 kg 
 

 Working Dimensions 
Length - 17205mm 
Width -  2530mm 
Height - 4471mm 
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CHASSIS 
 

 
 

 Construction: Fully welded profiled plate sides with brackets fitted for attaching bin, 
conveyors, mixer, and all ancillary items which make up the plant. 
 

 Running Gear: Tracks oprated by hydraulic motors. A pendant control is fitted to 
operate the track system. 
 

 Access: Walkways are provided on top of the chassis of the machine for 
maintenance access. Fold out ladders for access. 

 
 Hydraulic System: Electro-hydraulic powerpack to operate the track system and the 

hydraulic rams for conveyor folding.  
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AGGREGATE HOPPER WITH VARIABLE SPEED BELT FEEDER 

 
 

 Capacity: 7.5 m3   
 

 Loading Width: 4100 mm. 
The hopper can be loaded 
from either side of the 
machine. 
 

 Construction: S275 plate 
with stiffening ribs. Steep 
sides for difficult materials.  
 

 Removable Division Plate: The hopper has a removable division plate, allowing two 
materials to be  used. 
 

 Lining: To aid the discharge of the materials the hopper surfaces are fitted the low 
friction high molecular polyethylene lining material 12mm thickness. 
 

 Adjustable Gates: The outlet end of the hopper is fitted with adjustable level gates to 
enable the material height on the conveyor belt to be varied. These are adjsusted 
manually. 
 

 Belt Feeder: A Conveyor belt feeder is fitted on the bottom of the hopper to provide 
feed from the hopper to the mixer. The conveyor is fitted with a heavy duty geared 
motor drive with automatic variable speed control and is fitted with adjustable rubber 
skirts and additional heavy duty support rollers. The belt width is 1200mm and a heavy 
duty 3 ply belt is fitted. 

 
 

 

AGGREGATE WEIGH BELT FEEDER 

 Feeder: 1400mm belt conveyor between Aggregate hopper and continuous mixer. 
 

 Weighing: Supported on loadcells – pivot arrangement; this measures the material 
weight allowing the feed rate of the aggregate to be determined. 
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TWIN SHAFT CONTINUOUS MIXER 

 

 Mixing Action: The twin shafts mix the material, whilst moving the material toward the 
end of the mixer.  
 

 Paddles: The twin horizontal mixing shafts are fitted with chill cast steel paddles, which 
are intermeshed in a specially phased relationship to optimise mixing action, whilst 
maximising throughput. 

 
 Cleaning and Maintenance Access: Special attention has been paid to give the user 

maximum access for maintenance and cleaning operations. Both sides of the mixing 
chamber hinge down, to give access, the sides are lowered by hydraulic cylinders.  
 

 Drive: The shafts are driven by a 55 kW (75 HP) electric motor through a reduction 
gearbox with twin gears to synchronise the shafts. 
 

 Mixing Chamber: The mixing chamber is formed by fabricated sloped sides with a 
troughed conveyor under the mixer forming the bottom of the mixer. 
 

 Water Addition: Water spray bars fitted into the top of the mixer allow the water to be 
added to the material as it progresses along the mixer. 
 

 Clean-out conveyor: Mounted on the bottom of the mixer, forming the bottom of the 
mixing chamber, this conveyor allows the bottom of the mixer to be easily cleaned out, 
when production is finished. This conveyor is used for clean out purposes only. The 
mixer should be lined with a bed of material every morning before production starts. 
The conveyor is fitted with a low speed geared motor drive. 
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OUT-LOADING CONVEYOR 

 
 Function: Transporting the mixed material from the twinshaft mixer to the truck. The 

conveyor is designed to handle the maximum feedrate from the mixer. 
 

 Contruction: S275 folded plate construction with mounting brackets for rollers and 
pivoting mechanism. The head section of the conveyor folds for transportation. 
 

 Belt: 800mm 3 ply belt with heavy duty top cover and vulcanised joint. 
 

 Drive: Motorised drum with rubber lagging. 
 

 Belt Scraper: Polyurethane blade pre-cleaner scraper mounted on the face of the 
head drum. 

 
 
 
 
WATER SYSTEM 

 Water Tank: A 600 litre tank is fitted complete with galvanised steel pipework.  The 
water level is controlled via a level probe and piston shutoff valve. 

 
 Pumps: One positive displacement pump is fitted to supply 2No water spray bars 

within the mixer. 

 
 Spray Bars: Each Mixer spray bar has a ball valve to allow addition of water early in 

the mix, later in the mix or both together. A calibration point for accurate water weighing 
is also included. 
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CEMENT / BINDER WEIGH VESSELS 
 

 Construction: Holding vessel fabricated from 
mild steel plate, with brackets for loadcells.  
 

 Weigh System: Screw conveyors are mounted 
under the weigher. The vessel and screws are 
weighed to monitor the feed rate of the cement.  
The screws are tubular mild steel design with 
end seals and geared motor drive. Each screw 
feeds into both sides of the mixer ensuring good 
distribution of materials. 

 
 Outlet: A rotary valve on outlet controls feed into a twin outlet screw conveyor to 

discharge the cement or binder into the mixer. Feedrate is measured by recording 
rate of change of weight observed on the loadcells.  
 

 Diverter Valve: A diverter valve will be mounted above the hoppers to automatically 
divert material into which ever hopper is being filled, this is mounted independantly of 
the hoppers and will have no bearing on the overall weight being recorded by the 
loadcells. 
 
 

GEN-SET 

This unit provides electrical power for all machine 
functions. Diesel powered generating set rated at 160 
kVA, 3 phase, 400 volts,. Powered by a 6 cylinder, 
turbocharged diesel engine with directly coupled 
brushless alternator. 
 
 Heavy duty fabricated steel skid type baseframe 

with anti-vibration mounting pads. 
 
 Electric starting system with heavy duty lead acid type starting batteries and battery 

charging system.  
 
 Fuel feed and return lines from engine to 8 hour capacity baseframe fuel tank. 
 
 Industrial exhaust silencer system. 
 
 Automatic engine shutdown protection equipment with LED indicator for low oil pressure, 

high engine temperature, low coolant level, overspeed, and fail to start. 
 
 Set mounted autostart control and instrument cubicle containing voltmeter with phase 

selection switch, ammeter with phase selection switch. dual scale frequency/ 
tachometer, water temperature gauge, oil pressure gauge, battery, voltmeter, hours run 
counter, 3 attempt starting timer, mode selector switch run/off/auto, emergency stop 
button, lamp test/reset button, terminals for remote start, remote emergency stop and 
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common alarm signal. Set mounted circuit breaker cubicle containing suitably rated 3 
pole moulded case circuit breaker. 

 
 

PLANT CONTROL SYSTEM 
 
The system uses an Allen Bradley Micrologix Processor to 

control all of the plant functions for automatic control with 

manual push button backup.  

Control Panel: The operator control panel has push buttons, 
selectors and indicators to manually operate the individual 
plant components. A selector enables automatic to be engaged 
 
Automatic Control: A 15” touch screen HMI operator interface is used for operator inputs 
and display of all parameters. This interfaces with the processor to control the plant.  
 
Software Features: Storage of up to 50 Recipes: each recipe contains the details of a 
specific mix, which is the ratio of cementitious product to aggregate. Stock Control: cement 
stock and useage are stored in memory and may be displayed or printed out. Printer: the 
printer will record batches produced and a print will be given after each batch with details of 
material produced. Plant Alarms: an alarm message will be displayed on the HMI and a print 
out given of the alarm fault together with date and time. (an audible and visual alarm is 
available where operator may be away from the panel and is still made aware of it.) 
 

 
 

After the HMI powers up, the home screen (the running screen) is displayed. This screen is 
where the operator will gain the majority of the information when the plant is running. 
 
Remote Access: a modem is fitted, that can be used to allow remote access for both 
management and our technical staff. We can assist with fault finding, download software 
updates. Client to supply 3G or WiFi connection to use this feature. 
 
Starter Panels: The starter panels, house the starters for all of the drive motors on the plant 
and variable speed drives for the drives that adjust in operation.  
 
Weighing: Compression loadcells monitor the weights of cement and aggregate.  

 
Water Meter: Litre counter to measure the flow rate of water into the mixer. 
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MANUALS 
Full operating and maintenance reference manuals are supplied with the machine. 
 
 
PAINT SPECIFICATION 
After fabrication and hoppers items are manually (shot) blast cleaned in our Blast Room to 
Sa2 standard. Immediately after blasting all items are transferred into our enclosed state of 
the art Paint Booth/Oven. We then apply a 2 pack epoxy primer and a 2 pack polyurethane 
gloss finish coat. During the paint process the oven facility is used to bake as required at 
temperatures up to 80°C. Anything stated as galvanized will not be painted 
 
 

OPTION     ADDITIVE  METER  
Litre counter and additive pump to measure the flow rate of additive into the mixer. 
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Notes on our Quotation 
 
1. None of the above prices include VAT or local taxes. VAT or the relevant tax will be added to these 

prices at time of ordering, where applicable. 
 
2. All contracts are undertaken subject to our conditions of sale, enclosed. 
 
3. Prices are valid for 60 days from date of quotation. After this date check with our sales department. 
 
4. Customer to provide a clean supply of water at an adequate pressure and flowrate. Water systems 

are designed for clean water only unless stated otherwise in the quotation. 
 

5. Cleaning: the mixer and all equipment handling concrete must be cleaned regularly (daily or more 
frequently depending on application) when in use. Any damage to equipment as a result of not being 
cleaned will invalidate warranty and all repair expenses will be charged to the client. 

 
6.  Any defect in equipment supplied must be reported to us in writing immediately. If the defect is not 

notified to us and is allowed to continue and cause damage to itself and/or surrounding plant, any 
repair expenses will be charged to the client.  
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CONDITIONS OF SALE 

 

1. General 

1.1  In these conditions (unless the context otherwise requires) the expression “Company”  means Rapid International Ltd and the expression “Customer” means the person, 

firm or company to whom the tender /quotation is addressed or whose order is addressed or whose order is accepted by the Company. 

1.2   These conditions shall be deemed to be incorporated into all contracts made by the Company and all work undertaken by the    Company shall be deemed to be 

carried out pursuant to a contract incorporating these conditions notwithstanding anything to the  contrary in the Customer’s order. 

1.3 No representative or agent of the Company has any authority to vary or add to these conditions.  Any variation or alteration shall only be  valid if authorised in 

writing; signed by a Director of the Company. 

1.4 The Customer shall be liable to the Company as a principal for all costs, charges and expenses that shall be due to the Company in respect of work carried out by 

the Company subject to these conditions whether or not such Customer purports to contract as an agent. A Customer may not  assign the benefit or burden of any 

contract with the Company. 

1.5 Any tender or quotation by the Company shall be deemed to be withdrawn unless accepted within 30 days of the date thereof.  No order shall bind the Company 

unless and until the Customer has received written confirmation from the Company. 

1.6 Any information from the Customer necessary to enable the Company to proceed with any order must be furnished within a reasonable time otherwise the Company 

may at its option cancel the order or charge the Customer an additional fee for the delay.  

1.7 The singular in all cases shall include the plural and vice versa. 

2. PRICES 
2.1 All published prices are subject to VAT where applicable and are subject to revision without notice. 

2.2 Orders are only accepted on condition that they are executed at the prices ruling at the date of despatch. 

3. CONDITIONS & WARRANTIES 

3.1 Whilst the Company shall make every endeavour to use the best materials available no liability is accepted by the Company for any loss, damage or injury to property 

or persons, lost income or consequential financial loss, directly or indirectly from any failure or defect in the machinery or equipment shipped.  

3.2 The Company, at its discretion, undertakes to replace or repair free of cost any part or parts supplied by it direct to the Customer of which it shall receive written 

notice and which shall be proved to the satisfaction of the Company to be defective in workmanship or materials either within a period of twelve months (or 2000 

verified operating hours) of delivery or if the Company is responsible for erection within a period of twelve months (or 2000 verified operating hours) from the date 

when the machinery is ready for starting and provided: 

(a) The written notice of complaints is given to the Company within one day of the discovery of the defect. 

(b) That the part is returned carriage paid to the Company. 

(c) That the part, if replaced, shall become the property of the Company. 

(d) That the Company shall not be liable for the cost, of removal of the defective part or the cost of fitting a new part. 

(e) That the defect has not been caused by carelessness, improper or inadequate lubrication, inadequate maintenance or cleaning, or excessive use. 

(f) No un-authorized alteration or modification has been made to the plant or machine or component subject to the claim. 

 

3.3 The new part will be delivered by the Company to the Customer’s premises in the UK or port of exportation. 

3.4 In the case of parts or components not manufactured by the Company, the Customer shall be entitled to the benefits in so far as they may be transmitted to the 

Customer of any guarantees given by the manufacturer in respect thereof and the Company’s liability in respect of such parts or components is limited to make the 

benefit of the manufacturer’s guarantee available as aforesaid. 

3.5  In so far as permitted by statue or otherwise the guarantee contained in paragraph 3.2 above is in lieu of and excludes any other conditions or warranties expressed 

or implied statutory or otherwise and in no event shall the Company be liable (except to the extent, if any) of its undertaking or by statute as aforesaid for any loss, 

injury or damage howsoever caused or arising. 

4.  DRAWINGS, CAPACITIES, ETC. 
4.1 Dimensions, details and statements as to the suitability of machinery for any particular purpose or as to the capacity, type or power specified or contained in any 

drawings, quotations, catalogues, shipping or other specifications etc., and any illustrations or photographs referred to, though carefully given are not intended as, and 
must not be treated as, the contractual description. 

4.2 The Company undertakes no responsibility for sites or foundations or any for any framework or support for machinery or compliance with any local By – Law or statutory regulations or 
for the fulfilment of any special requirements which the Customer may be bound to observe or fulfil. The Customer shall be responsible for the proper adaption of any designs to his 
own circumstances  

5.  DELIVERY 

5.1 The Company shall not be liable for delays caused by any of the following: 

(a) Industrial disputes. 

(b) Strikes. 

(c) Lock-outs. 

(d) Fire. 

(e) Accident. 

(f) Non-delivery or late delivery of materials or parts by other manufacturers. 

(g) Faulty castings or forgings. 

(h) Works breakdown. 

(i) Any other cause beyond the Company’s control 

 

5.2 Times and dates for delivery or performance are estimates only and not contractual obligations of the Company 

5.3 The Company will make every endeavour to deliver by the time or date given, but accepts no liability for any loss caused by delay howsoever caused. 

5.4 If the Customer shall be unable or unwilling to take delivery when the goods or part thereof are ready for despatch, then the Customer shall pay to the Company a 
reasonable charge for storage until such time as he is able and willing to take delivery of such goods or part thereof.  Any payments due but delayed because the 
Customer is unable or unwilling to take delivery shall, if not already due, fall immediately due. 
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6   TRANSIT 

6.1 Notwithstanding anything in the tenders, quotations, order or contract, as to the place of delivery, or payment of carriage the Customer agrees that any goods in transit 
shall be at his risk, and accordingly all consignments shall be deemed to be in the Customer’s possession (whether the property therein shall have passed or not) after 
a despatch from the Company’s premises. 

6.2 All shipping delays, demurrage charges and shipping charges of any description, after the Company has fulfilled its obligation (if appropriate) to deliver to United 
Kingdom docks, shall be at the Customer’s expense. 

6.3 All unloading shall be at the risk of and expense of the Customer, except when the Company is contracted to erect the machinery. 

6.4 The Customer shall keep goods fully insured and shall, if appropriate indemnify the Company against any loss or damage. 

7   PACKING 

All machinery shall be freighted open with small component parts crated unless specifically requested on the order “to be crated.”  Packing cases on all exports wi ll be 

charged to the Customer at cost. 

8   COMMISSIONING 

8.1 Where the Company’s sale includes commissioning the Company accepts no contractual obligation in respect provision of work or materials for the preparation of a 
proper site with suitable and sufficient access thereto.  Unless otherwise expressly agreed in writing the Customer shall be responsible for and bound to provide at his 
own expense: 

(a) A properly prepared, safe, site, with suitable foundations and adequate access and hard-standing for vehicles and plant. 

(b) All necessary lifting tackle, raw materials for the process involved, fuel, water, oil and other stores and, 

(c) Also sufficient labour and assistance to enable the Company to proceed properly with and complete the erection of and the starting and setting to work of the machinery. 

8.2 If the Customer shall require training for his personnel he shall provide operators of acceptable calibre and physical capability to the Company, who shall provide 
suitable training at the Customer’s expense.  If necessary an interpreter shall be made available at the Customer’s expense.  The Customer shall indemnify the 
Company against any claims, damages, costs and expenses in respect of any accident, injury or loss sustained by personnel recruited by the Customer and arising 
out of and in the course of training of such personnel by the Company. The Customer shall on recruitment of such personnel effect the necessary employer’s liability 
insurance in respect of them. 

8.3 …. 

8.4 Prices quoted for erection are based on the Company’s normal order and acceptance terms. Overseas travel of the Company’s emp loyees; board and keep shall be 
the responsibility of the Customer unless specific alternative arrangements are agreed in writing between the Customer and the Company. 

9   PATENT RIGHTS 

The Customer shall indemnify and keep indemnified the Company against all claims, damages, costs and expenses to which it may become liable through executing an 

order in accordance with the Customer’s specification which constitutes an infringement of any patent or registered design. 

10   PAYMENT 

10.1 Payment shall be made net to the Company’s head office or its appointed bank upon notice of the goods being ready for collection or despatch.  Cheques, money 
orders, BACS or other negotiable documents must be made payable to the Company and only the Company’s official receipt shall be valid.  For export orders payments 
shall be in Sterling or in a currency specified by the Company against shipping documents at a bank in the United Kingdom, unless expressly stated otherwise by the 
Company. 

10.2 The contract price will be payable by the Customer in strict accordance with the contract terms, notwithstanding any delay in delivery or performance on the contract 
or any adjustment or correction for minor defects which may be required to the plant machinery or work.  The Company may suspend performance on any contractual 
obligation to the Customer so long as any account of the Customer is overdue.  

10.3 Daily Interest at 5% APR will be charged, at the Company’s discretion, on all overdue accounts, until the payment is confirmed in our bank account.    

10.4 In no case, will the property in any goods pass to the Customer (notwithstanding that possession or risk shall have passed to the Customer)  until payment has been 
made to the Company for the full contract price of the goods, including the price for erection or other work or services (if any) to be done by the Company. 

10.5 In case of default by the Customer after the delivery of any goods and before the goods have become the Customer’s property the Company may give notice to the 
Customer terminating the Customer’s rights to possession where upon the Customer shall be bound, at his expense, to return the goods to the Company.  In all such 
cases the Company may (whether with or without previous notice) itself retake possession of the goods and the Company is in such circumstances irrevocably 
authorised by the Customer to enter the premises on which the goods are situated and to dismantle and remove the goods from the same at the Customer’s expense. 

11   SAFETY 

To the best of the Company’s knowledge the machinery and plant manufactured by the Company complies with the requirements imposed on a Manufacturer under the 

regulations enforced in the United Kingdom or any part thereof.  Should special or additional guards be required to meet the particular local requirements of the Customer 

they will be charged as additional items. 

12   JURISDICTION 

This contract is governed in all respects by the law of Northern Ireland within the United Kingdom and the Customer Submits to the Jurisdiction of the Courts of Northern 

Ireland. 

 

 


